
Short Description of 3rd Zarathushti & Iranian culture Film Festival
Name Short Story Director
Divine Light Zoroastrian philosophy and Ceremonies as a minority religion in Iran after the Islamic 

revolution is depicted by the famous director, Khosrov Sinaee
Khosrov Sinaee

Peeri Sabz This is the first film on the most famous pilgrimage site of Zoroastrians outside the city of 
Yazd in Iran.

Manuchehr Askari

Tower of Silence 
(Dakhmeh)

Following his return to his homeland after 20 years, a Zoroastrian boy is determined to 
take his father's body to the Zoroastrian old graveyard, but now it is forbidden to bury 
corps there, so 

Behzad Khodavaisi

Zoroastrians of Iran A German journalist has filmed this film for a TV station in Germany. German TV

Zoroastrian House A Film by Channel 4, shows the Zoroastrian House in London and interviews the 
Christian housekeeper

Mystic Iran, the unseen 
world

Mystic Iran is a documentary about a modern woman s life-changing journey 
deep into the heart of her native Iran, in search of spiritual rites and rituals hidden 
for centuries. 

Aryana Farshad

Anahita Temple Bobak Hojati and Yaghesh Kazemi, two young scholars have filmed the Anahita temple 
ruins in Kangavar, Iran. Anahita is the guardian for water including  wells, springs, rivers, 
seas and oceans of the world according to ancient Persian Mythology.

Bobak Hojati

Royal Event In 2002, Royal Highness Prince Edward & Sophie Countess of Wessex visit Zoroastrian 
Centre for Europe in UK.

London

Nozoodi A new Zoroastrian priest (magi) describes this ceremony and process through which he 
became the Mobed (magi).

Shahrzad Rastani

Damavand The holey mountain of Iran, tip of Alborz, the place where King Feraydoon captured 
Zahak. A group of Parsee Mobed visit Damavand and perform the prayers in memory of 
their ancestors and the holiness of the place.

Sohrab Yazdani

Soroush Soroush can play 6 Persian traditional instruments, he also teaches music. F.Demehri

A short story of 
millenniums

Khosrov Sinaee, a prominent director in Iran is showing the effect of our beliefs on 
creation of artistic works

Khosrov Sinaee

Sareh Sadeh as celebrated in Sabzavar in North-East of Iran by non-Zoroastrians Pejman Fakhrian



Name Short Story Director
Hoom Hoom is the ancient sacred drink in Zoroastrianism. A hunter finds a fire burning in a 

cave where he has lost his horse
Khosrov Haidary

Gahanbar Gahanbar ceremony in Mazra Kalantar,  a village in center of Persia is depicted by NIRT. 
Gahanbar is a thanks giving ceremony and happens 6 times in a year and lasts for 5 
days.

Hossain Karim Pouri

Hiromba On a tip to Yazd in center of Iran, a girl faces the significance of her root, heritage and 
struggles for the changes, then

MJ Bagheri Nia

My mother's home, 
lagoon

An old lady fisher who is taking care of her mother, struggles for her daily life near the 
lagoon in Northern Iran

Mehrdad Oskooee

Sadeh in Kerman The oldest film of Sadeh ceremony in Kerman, Iran available today. A good job of NIRT 
before the Islamic revolution

Manuchehr Askari

Lost Empire This documentary shows the false statements of Greek historians against Persians in 
past and also with computer aids, simulates the Persepolis buidlings before getting 
ruined.


